Primary central nervous system lymphoma: tumor-related clones exist in the blood and bone marrow with evidence for separate development.
Primary central nervous system (CNS) lymphoma is an aggressive B-cell tumor that is defined clinically by the absence of systemic disease. We have used immunoglobulin variable (V)-gene analysis to identify tumor cells at the CNS site in 12 cases and to probe the involvement of peripheral tissues in 3 patients. Clonal tracking revealed tumor cells in the bone marrow and/or blood for 3 of 3 cases, with evidence for increased V-gene mutational activity at peripheral sites. In 2 of 3 cases, intraclonal variant analysis revealed identity with the brain biopsy but detected additional variants unique to extracerebral sites. These findings suggest that peripheral tumor cells can undergo separate development locally with no reentry into the brain. Primary CNS lymphoma appears to have both CNS-specific and systemic components with limited interchange. The more malignant behavior of tumor cells in the CNS suggests either a local environmental influence or a less malignant phenotype of the peripheral clone.